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Reviewer's report:

While I appreciate the author's response to my initial comments, the response did not adequately address the issues with this manuscript and did not adequately frame its conclusion in light of the Mindikoglu paper. If you read the Mindikoglu paper carefully, you will note that they did in fact perform urinary iothalamate clearance measurements, which the author suggested was a weakness of their analysis. In fact they performed urinary clearance simultaneously with plasma clearance and found no significant difference in a subset of subjects, leading to the following statement taken directly from the supplementary material in their manuscript:

"There were no significant differences between the mean GFRs measured by plasma (57.1 mL/min/1.73 m²) and urinary iothalamate (61.5 mL/min/1.73 m²) clearances (P = .407). The similar plasma and urinary clearances provide evidence against significant "third-spacing" of this marker."

Secondly, in the author's response they state that the Mindikoglu study does not "detract from the importance of the current study findings." I would disagree; one of the primary conclusions from the author's manuscript is that "BTP might serve as a particularly useful marker of GFR." The Mindikoglu paper on the contrary specifically concludes from their data that BTP was NOT helpful for predicting mGFR in patients with cirrhosis. The advantage of their paper is that they did measure GFR, whereas this current manuscript did not.

While I think the data from this manuscript is interesting to know given the interest in incorporating BTP into GFR estimation and the challenges with GFR estimation in cirrhotic patients, the discussion of the manuscript needs to be written in such a way to more significantly acknowledge the Mindikoglu paper and argue as to why we should "care" about BTP given the Mindikoglu paper's conclusions about BTP, and/or more accurately critique the Mindikoglu study design (the current critique on p. 7 in this revision is not accurate, since they did in fact look at urinary clearance to vet their plasma clearance results).
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